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The interdisciplinaiy KRlM project has generated orientation and policy-relevant knowledge 
for the future task of risk management in coastal protection efforts under conditions of climate 
change. KRIM included seven subprojects from the social sciences and natural sciences. A 
Decision Support System is under development. The central findings here are that the 
adaptation to climate change currently needed can be achieved using established strategies 
and stnictures, provided that the accelerated rate of rise in mean sea level is accepted as a 
"new parameter" by the political and administrative systems involved. In order to support this 
acceptance, the discussions on climate change and the dsk of s tom tides, debates which have 
largely been pursued separate one from the other, will have to be brought together. This 
process has already begun but needs to be further intensified. In order to prepare for medium- 
and long-tem adjustment to climate change, the discussion already started on the further 
development of the coastline protection strategy will have to be continued and expanded, 
ultimately to culminate in integrated risk management; financing will have to be guaranteed 
fos the research reqriired in this context. 

2 Aim of tke resefsrch in tke -framework 0% DEB(k1M 

Due to their far-reaching impact on natiiral and socio-economic systems, climate change and 
climate variability present major global challenges. In view of the potential ricks caused by 
climate change, climte impact research has become increasingly important. Against this 
background, the goal of the Geman climate impact research program, DEKLIM C, is to study 
the consequences of climate change and climate variability in selected ecological and socio- 
economic systems in order to better understand the factors that detemine their wlnerabiliw. 
The climate impact research program aims to produce policy-relevant howledge that will 
help to improve rke capacity of societies to cope with the effects of climate change. Moreover, 
DEKLIM C places emphasis on intensive co-operation and communication with stakeholders, 
potential iisers oE the research results, and the public at large. 
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Since climate impüct research has to deal mlitb complex Interactions betweeii ph>rsicai, 
ecological. socio-economic and political sjjsteins, the KRIM research group is characterised 
by inteaidiseiplina- research co-operation betc~:et=r: social and namral scientists, 

h s e d  on some previous work (Schucbardt and Schimer 2001: 1007a; 2003) the KRIM 
prcfject aims at providing bow-how for socieq9s h h r e  task of "riisk rnmagemenz in coastal 
protection undsr climate change conditions", giving special attention not only to the natural 
sciences, engineering and ecsnoi-zics, but also to the procresses of perception, comrnunicatlon, 
inteyretation, orgmisation m d  hnding. ConRict potentials, decisiun-makiilg stmchres m d  
possible solutions are analysed. 

'I'he objectives of KRIM are 

to analyse the consequences of an accelerded rise in sea level and intensified extreme 
incidents for different natural and social settings within the No&h Sea coastal region, 

to examine individual 2nd societal perception and communication of the possible 
consequences of a sea level rise and the rising risk of dike failure as well as to analyse 
the implicit conflict potentials, the decision-making stmctures and the possible 
solutions, and 

to develop on this basis a Decision Support System (DSS) for coastal protection 
management as a rnethodological instmment fsr integrative analysis and as a tool to 
sugport public discowse on the handling of the impacts of climate change on coastal 
regions. 

'The study area is the Weser-Jade region in Nordl1en-n Gemmy, including the Lower Weser 
es.tua.ry, the Jade-Bay, the Wadden Sea, the marshes, the banier island Wangerooge, the clties 
of Bremen, Bremerhaven and Wilhelmshaven and some ssnaller cities and towns. 

3 Strrictrire of the prsject 2nd approach 

The task defined for the KRIM project requires an analysis of functional interrelationships 
between natural and social systems. Based on the realisation that sociev perceives the state of 
its environinent through a filtering process for perception and communication (Becker et at., 
1998) and that an activation of its instmments is the result of complex opinion-foming 
processes, several discipliiies are involved as subprojects (SP) in the KRIM project 
(subproj ect leaders in brackets) i 

D SP "Climate Change aiid Hydrodynamics aiid Moql-iology" (Iris Grabemann; Dieter 
P. Eppel, GMSS Research Centre); 
SP ""Climate Change and "Coastal Protection" (Claus Limmermam, Franzius Instihite, 
University of Hannover); 

@ SP "Climate Change and Ecology in the Coastal Region" (Michael Schirmer, 
University of Bremeri); 
SP "Climate Change, Political-Ahinistrative Regulation and Coastal Protection (PAS)" 
(Hellmuth Lange, University of Bremen); 
SP "Regional Economic Risk and Response Analysis of Climate Change Impacts" 
(Wolfram Elsner, University of Bremen), 

e SP ""Clirnate Change in the Public Sphere" (Hans Peter Peters, Jülich Research 
Centre), 

@ SP "Integrative Analysis and Decision Suppod System" (Michael Schirms, 
Universiv of Bremen, and Bastian Scfiuchardl, BioConsult). 
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Using results compiled by the IPCC and in a downscaling s ~ d q .  by the CKSS, the joint 
scenario inciudes (partly seaconally differentiatedj: rise of mean sea Ievel: +M cm; Inctease 
of tidal range: -75 cm (WT +G5 sm: L S  1-40 em); extreme stom-slirge: +200 cm: axr 
temperamre- +¿ .8"C; precipitation: + 10%; wind velociq: +'B% (Uec-Few). 'l'his scenario 
b m s  the common basis for assessing tkie consequences of climate chang.  

Inttllfmrive risk concept: 

Tkie concept of risk is used in engineering and the nahiral sciences as well as in the social 
sciences. It is theoretically applicable for all disciplines invohed in KRIM and represents a 
tool for integration within KRIM. Based on the different disciplinary definitions, a joint 
definition taking into account the various aspects has been fomulated: 

Risk is a mental construct to eharacterise huzards more preciseb. It d m  not have a cl'irect 
coennferpart in r e a l i ~  and can be construeted onb  within a speciJic context. luztr,lFtion cnn he 
the prime mechnnism (public domain) along with scientific methods. The process is centred 
on the apprehensions of damage hused on danger, the quality and yuantiq of which cun be 
inJluenced by societal an&r indiviclual decisions and which reguire acting under conditions 
of uncertain~. 

In the perspective ofthe technical, natural and economic sciences the two cenhal categories 
qfvisk are the extent ofdamage and the probubiliv of occurrence. Darnage may be diefined in 
d(;fSrrent ways by diffevee discklines. In the perspective of the social sciences the risk 
concept also ineludes the aspects qlrrisk experience, v.i&~k perceytion and risk communicution. 
All of thae  aspects have to be included in modern risk rnanagernent. 

The main part of the work was to identify scientific, political-administrative and public risk 
constmcts and to examine the relationships hetween these three risk corrstmcts.. The scientific 
rislc constmet has been generated by implementing new scientific approaches which are not in 
use in the existing scientific risk constmct, whereas the existing political-adnninistrative and 
the public risk constmcts have been analysed using various techniques found in the social 
sciences. 

Although integrative analysis and the construction of the Decision Support System have not 
yet been finalised, the following results can be fomulated as the main findings: 

S'cientEfic risk construct: 

We have generated a scientific risk constmct in the KRIM project. Among other features, it 

makes uses of scenarios drawn frorn clirnate researeh, 

calculates the prohabiliq of occunience for damage incidents (probabilistics), 

o analyses the potential damage in the event af inundation, 

employs an expanded concept of "damage" which, in addition to losses in capital 
goods and fixed assets, also takes account of reductions in value addition and 
ecological damage, and 

enables the use of cost-benefii malyses as decision-making criteria. 

A constmct of risk of this type hac to date had no counterpart in the political-administrative 
system. Decisions in regard to coastal protection in north-westem Gemany are reached on 
a~otLier basis. In additlon to a multi~rxde =f indivib~al results (Grzbemann eb a!. 2000; !%4ai et 
al., 2004; Schimer et al., 2004; Elsner et al. 20U4): which are discsissed In the publications 
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prepared by rhe subprojects, ihe follouing results represent the key findings of the integrative 
analysis Eor the superordinare questionsr 

e An accelerated rise in mean sea level diminisbes the present s a k ~  level along the 
coast and requires suitable adaptive effoorts in the field of coastal protection. 

The accelerating rise in mean sea Level is the central Parameter in climate change for 
thc Geman NoaZ:h Sea eoüst; its w~lnerabilitgr as regards changes in otber parameters i s  
relatively modest. 

Even where tl7e probabi l i~  of failure ic kgpt constant by strengthening che dikes, an 
elevated sea level i~nplies an increase in the potential damage level, since watm inRom? 
would be greater. 
The dmage  potentials following dike failure differ widely, depmding on where t k  
failure occurs. The potential is fairly srnall in some zones in the larger region being 
examined, This is also tme wheli an extended damage concept is applied, i.eq a 
eoncept which considers not only the direct damage (property damage) hut also 
ecological darnage and reductions in economic outpart. 

e These differences in damage according to the areas affected (a phenomenon which 
exists even without climate change) are not taken into axount in the practices 
m e n t l y  applied when dimerzsioning coastal protection facilities in the region under 
study, The mle is: ""equal safety for everyone" or ""eyual safety against fslilure at all 
points9', 

Natblral adaptation processes d i c h  reduce the probabiliq of dike failure would 
include a concornitant rise in the tidelands aild at the foreshore. At present one camot 
say with cer6aint-y whether this will happen, but it Is likely, Projects to supporl. this 
effect would include intensiaied constmction of reclamation fields to stabilise the 
foreskore and stopping any rewioval of rr~ateriai from tbe tidal flats an$ the foreshore. 
Additional researcb is required here, however. 

Risk analysis as developed in the m I M  project (using an extended darnage concept) 
represents a process with whicb to generate a rational deeision-making basis for the 
dimensionirrg of the coastal protection facilities; methodically it is well suited for 
linking with the scenarios used in climate research, with the implied uncertainties, It 
rnakes rio differerrce whether ehe "equal safety for everyone" philosophy is retalned or 
cost-benefit considerations lead to dirnensioning which differs according to the Zone 
affected. 

There are various strategies available with which an adaptation of tbe coastal 
protection system to account for accelerated rise in sea level can be effected. One of 
tliese is a redoubling of efforts, following the existing dike line and selecting those 
loeations with the most favowable cost-benefit ratio (and with the widest accepta~ice, 
as will be discussed below), 

The erection or aetivation of a second dike line and the constmction of additional 
flood baniers in certain locations can make sense as a long-tem augmentation and to 
limit the potential for darnage. 

The financial requirements for coüstal protection will increase in rhe flutu~e with an 
accelerated rise in sea level, 

Statements as to the probability of an incident and as to the damage to be expected are 
subject to relatively large uncertainttes; this has io be taken into account when using 
the results. 
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In the very lang t e m  view (more than 200 years) the extent to which the rise -in sea 
level can be counteracted in the region may reach its limits, depending on the further 
progress of climate change. 

Pzlbllc rks k ca~sfr-t?icf: 

Communication of risks due to climate change and s tom tides in thr media and the estimates 
held by the public at large make up what we refer to as the "public risk constmct". Such 
constmcts cannot be generally understood as popularised versions of the corresponding 
scientific risk constmcts; the system of communications with the public colours meaning and 
significance according to its own set of mles. On the subjects of climate change and s tom 
tide risk there are two clearly separate discussions among the public and in the media. There 
has hardly been any overlapping (at least at the time the survey was conducted). In addition to 
a multitude of individual findings (Peters and Heinrichs, 2004) which were depicted in the 
subproject publications, the following are among the important results in the outcome of the 
integrative analysis for the superordinate questions: 

The discussion on climae change clearly shows the influence of science and the 
scientific risk constnict. Both the media and the general public have adopted the 
majority position among climate researchers and are assuming that global climate 
change is taking plaee and that tbns is (also) due to anthropogenic influence. This 
ehange is associated with serious risks. There is no indication of extemalisation of 
responsibili~, but there is great readiness to undertake action (at least as expressed 
verball y). 

The media and the public focus almost exclusivcly on mltigation in order ho counter 
the risks associated with climate ehange and thus concentrate on avoiding climate 
ehange; adqtation plays almost no part at all in the debate (at the time of the suwey). 

Quite striking is the high degree of confidence which the media and the populace 
placed in science as regards finding the "ttnih" and diagnosing problems. 

Public discussion on the risks associated with s tom tides is in many cases influenced 
by the regional operatives in coastal protection. Science does not play any significant 
role here. The regional political and administrative instiktions responsible for coastal 
protectlon are far rnore present in media discussion than are the primay scientifie 
sources. 

There is Consensus that a s tom tide risk does exist, but there is also ugreement that 
this risk is currently being reduced to an acceptable level by coastal protection 
projiects. The pLablic and political-administrative risk constnzcts for t-he s t s m  tide risks 
are not identisal at the regional level but are largely coqatible.  'This is also made 
clear by tline high degree of trust which coastal protection (as part of the pofitical- 
administrative system) enjoys in the three areas sbdied - Bremen, Wilhelmshaven and 
Wangerland. 

These two discussions have hardly been linked at 31% as yet, either in the media or in 
pllt)Iic awareness. Altkiough clirnate change is seen as being unavoidable and as an 
""endmgement", there is hardly any concem about the increase in s tom tide risks as a 
result of dimate change. 

r 'The public assumes that coastal protection will be Ale  to master the challenges 
resulting frorn cllmate change by applying est&lished strategies. 

It i s  obvious that above all coastal protection measures which continue the cunent 
strategy will (and would be) accepted. 
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r The great degree of tmst enjojed by coastal pmtectioia presents bo-th an opportuni~ 
and a problern, St offers eoastal protection on tiie one band the chance to gain support 
in overcomit~g exten~al resistance. On the other hand it also implies a considerable 
mount of obstrnacy -vJben changes imposed eom the ou@ide are to be implemented. 

The political-administrative system (PAS) ~ i t h  its operatives in poiitics, adminiskation alld 
dike associations, all of wl-iicfi play a fairly large role in the region s-kidied, has organised 
coastal protection in the ap.ea studied in such a way that no inundatlons have taken place s i n ~ e  
l%2* The acceptance of coastal protection arnong the public is remarkably high, One thing 
whieh makes a considerable contribtrtion to acceptance is the cunent " " s f e ~  philosophy" 
(Kslizz, 2004) adhered to in coastal protection, namely "equal safety for everyonei9. 

In addition to a multiterde of individual findings which are depicted in the subprsject 
pubhcations (Lange et al„ in prep.), the follovu-hg results, as the output of the integratlve 
analysis, are of considerable irnportance for the superordinate questions: 

s Acceptance of the methods (e.g. probabilistic risk malysis) and the results of the 
scientific risk constmct is currently relatively low in the political-adininistratlvt: 
system, Mention is made of the continuing need fbr further development of the 
methods; there is still an overly high degree of uncertaliity in regard to tbe extent and 
nature of clirnate change, 

@ The intell-elationsliips between the dlscussions on climate change and on s tom tide 
risks are largely perceived by operatives in tlne political-administrative system, but 
taking appropriate action is still re~ected due to the uncertainties as regards 
development, these still being too great. ""ACt only on the basis of sure lmowledge" is 
named as an axiom for action; tbis is not eongment with the iinplicitly uncefiain 
results of climate research. 

r The operatives in the political-administrative system are putting their faith primarily in 
continuiq in the system and thus assume that they will be able to master the 
conseqarences of cliim&e change witbin the course of ""bsiness as usual". 

o The coastal protection administration assigns responsibility for risk acceptance to the 
political sector of tbe political-administrative system while delegating to 
administrative coastal research responsibility for the yuestion of risk estimatioii. Both 
are Seen by the coastal protection adrninistration more or less as extemal factors to 
which strategy decisioizs are delegated. 

e For the administrative coastai protection systeril the primary and decisive question is 
ensuring and expanding tbe financial framework. 

e At present those who would potentially be affected by dike failure are not directly 
involved in defining the safety standard. Instead, this is done by the political- 
administrative system. But those affected also make only a very small contribution ro 
the t-equired funding. The residents of Germany as a whole bear the largest part of the 
costs. 

Itzte~*depender?cie~~ a7~7oi.rg ihe risk constrztcts 

e The three risk constmcts clearly influence each other. Proper account will have to be 
taken of this in any hture changes in the coastal protection strategies. 
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The (preseni) adaptation to accommodate climate change can also be realised with the 
established dimensioning procedures, the established coastal protection strategy 2nd 
the current organisation, assurniny the approprictte increase in financial resources. 

?o achieve this it is necessav that the accelerated rise in sea level be accepted by the 
political-administrative system as a "new parameter". To support this, the discussions 
on climate change and the risk of s tom tides (and coastal protection), now being 
pursued largely separately, will have to be drawn closer together. 

The realisation of the necessary adaptive measures in coastal proteclion might 
exacerbate existing problems. Acceptance can be promoted by the merging of the 
discussions on climate change and coastal protection, as mentioned above. 

Over the long t e m  the cunent, linear coastal protection concept increases the risk that 
the potential for damage will become ever greater as the difference between the water 
level and land elevation behind tlie dikes widens. The development and establishment 
of zoned coastal protection (e.g. second lines of dikes) can reduce the risk. 

The implementation of zoned coastal protection should be supported by its being fully 
considered in land use planning procedures. 

Cost-benefit analyses should be employed as an additional decision-making criterion 
in the field of coastal protection. 

In the medium and long tems the future challenges resulting from climate change 
itself and from operating parameters which continue to change (including limited 
financial resources, fairness in resource distributiori, increasing the efficiency of 
public investments, demographic change) will presumably better be managed if the 
cunent coastal protection strategy is further refined to become a risk management 
system within the framework of an integrated coastal Zone management (ICZM) 
coneept. 

In spite of an ongoing need for further development, the probabilistic risk analysis is 
in principle capable of delivering data relevant for planning purposes in regard to 
existing and future risks (applying the scenario technique in predicting the latter). 
There is still need for additional research here, however. 

Any expansion of the cunent coastal protection strategy should be undeflaken step by 
step and should be accompanied by a frank and open dialogue in order not to endanger 
the high degree of public acceptance of coastal protection, 

Planning in the future should be considered in regard to its "sensitivity to climate- 
related phenomena". This is to avoid reducing the adaptive capacity of the region and 
instead to increase it wherever possible. 

htegrated rzsk management 

Although (present) adaptation to the consequences of climate change could also be achieved 
with the current coastal protection strategy, that strategy should, for the reasons elucidated 
above, be transfomed to become an integrated risk management concept over the medium to 
long tem.  This change could be managed in several different ways. The central difference to 
current srrategy is the detemination and consideration of risk as a product of probability of 
occunence and potential damage An approach such as this is already being used in Great 
Britain, the Wetherlands and other countries and has also been proposed in Cemany (Kunz, 
2004 La.). Before introducing probabilistic risk analysis it will be necessary, in addition to 
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1 Should this incolporate a change in paradigm frorn ihe cul~ent "eqqual s a k ~ "  to "qual  
risk"? 

3. 1s this I;O be associated with a change from linear to zoned coasdirae ps-otection? (Also 
possible wiehout prolsabilictic risk assessment.) 

3.  Should this be joined witb open communications regarding tlie residual risk andior the 
"accepted risk let-el"? 

4, Should cost-benefit coansiderations then also be included in the detenninatlon of "kqie 
"laecepted risk"? (This is indeed an irnplied component in the stl-akgy at presellt, but it 
is not mentioned so openly.) 

The confidence which the public places in current coastal protection practices and in tbat part 
of the (regional) political-administrative system whieh is responslble for coastal proteetion is 
extraordinarily high. A ehawe in the strategy sliould be undertaten gradually and should be 
flarikLed by open dialog so as to not endanger this confidence. 

Decision iYuppo~*t System: 

In the DSS a stmctured approach towards consequences of an accelerated sea level rise with 
its possible effeets on eoastal protection manageineilt is coinbined with advanced inhmation 
technology. The result is an instmment that facilitates the processing, analysis and (graphical) 
presentatioil of information and which aets as a howledge base. The DSS, whieh is still 
under development, is a computer-based instmment integrating knowledge from many 
different but interrelated disciplines (e.g.: hydr-odynamics, ecology, economics, risk 
management, social sciences etc.). Especially the integral representation of knowledge about 
both physical and soeial processes makes a deeision support system usehl for both integrative 
sc ie~ i f ic  analysis and participative policy-rnalcing processes. 

Prime focus in the development of the Decision Support System is on the integration of 
knowledge, models and data from the various disciplines involved In the mIM-project 
(Schuchardt and Scliimer, 2002). The KRIIM-DSS is being developed on the basis of an 
application fiamework for integmted Zonal Decision Support Systems (Hahn m d  Engelen, 
3000) and has stimulated the interdisciplinary research process. 

i h e  interdisciplinary research project KIPIM has shown that the adaptation capacity of tlne 
region is estimated to be high, but that there is an obvious need for action regarding the 
coastal protection system. 

The (current) adaptation to climate change can also be accomplished using the 
conventional dimensioning techniques, the established coastal protection strategy and 
the existing organisation, provided that the accelerating rise in sea level is accepted by 
the political-administrative system as a "new parameter9' and that sufficient financial 
resources are eamarked for the purpose. 

e In order to support this, tbe discussions on cllmate change and on the risk of storan 
tides, conducted largely separately in the past, should be related more closely one to 
tbe other. This process has already begun but should be hrther promoted and 
intensified. 

In order to prepare for medium- to long-tem accommodation to clirnate change, the 
discussion on further development of coastal protection strategy should be continued 
and moved in the direction of an integrated risk manayement concept, Funding will 
have to be pro"ided for the research which is still required. 
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31 prOject generates nefivorked orientation arid how-how needed to take action to 
respond tu tbe irnpacts of climati- change in the coastal regioii of tne Gernan Bighe. In 
addlcion to classical research into the impact of  climate on both the naterral and sultivated 
areas in the countvside, the effects on tbe socio-economic system are also analysed, Socisty's 
perception an$ reastion panems in response to ehanging risk under conditions of uricertainp 
are degicted on the basis of models arid. in a decision support sjstem, are conelakd with the 
effects ~f posible preventive arid remedial measures. The main issue of selevance to policy- 
making is ""how to deal witli the risk". Tbe integrated n a r a l  and social science analysis of the 
sensitiviv of the natural and social stinlctures to climate alrd the analysls of the options for 
preventive risk and coastal protection management supply findings on the resillence of tfae 
nahral md social stmchrres. This analysis also provides insighls into those gmups within 
society which are involved in risk managernent and the coastal psotection rnmagement 
psocess; it also sheds light on tbe interactions among those groups (govemance). 
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